
The Quality of Your Drinking
Water Isn’t One of the Most
Important Issues You Need
To Consider ...

It’s the Only Issue !



Experience is the primary reason 
to choose REPCO and one of its 
authorized dealers. We have a 
solid reputation for providing 
homeowners and industry with 
time proven solutions to difficult 
water quality problems. Each 
REPCO             Conditioner is 
professionally designed for years 
of high               performance.

This is the first important step you 
can make. Run your cold water 
until clear for a fresh sample from 
the source. A true sample is criti-
cal for the best final result.

Our experienced licensed engineers 
meticulously review the results of 
your water test. This assures a prop-
erly engineered and designed system 
that corrects any quality problems 
you may have

More Efficient Softening Options

REPCO has state-of-the-art salt saving control valves for water softeners that only 
regenerate when needed. These models maximize salt savings and water conservation. 
Whether you want up or down flow brine or even a 24-hour supply of conditioned 
water, with filtered water cleaning, REPCO water softeners are high performance 
without the high price

Water Softener and Stain Remover

Soft water washing make clothes cleaner, 
last longer and feel softer. Hair and skin 
will feel smoother and have more luster. 
You will save money for cleaning prod-
ucts because cleaning products will lather 
better and last longer. Dishes and glass-
ware will rinse sparkling clear and clean. 
Water lines and fixtures will not build up 
and restrict flow.

REPCO water softeners also remove the 
unsightly red rust stains of iron and the 
black staining of manganese. This is all 
done automatically with efficient use of 
salt. Our units are programmed on a 12-
day timer and set to regenerate on the day 
and time you choose. Metered units are 
programmed to regenerate on water con-
sumption

Why REPCO? Analyze the ResultsIt Begins with a Water Test  

For Removal of Hardness and Iron in Solution Up to 5 ppm

MODEL
 
5R30-2510
5R45-2510
5R60-2510

CAPACITY

30,000 Grains
45,000 Grains
60,000 Grains

MINERAL TYPE

High Capacity Resin
High Capacity Resin
High Capacity Resin

Weight

90
120
160

Peak Flow

7-12
9-15
14-25

Backwash

2.4
2.4
4.0



Enjoy the ResultsSelect the Proper System

Acid Neutralizers

A simple graph shows the effect REPCO acid neutralizers have on pH and Alkalinity 
( a water buffer measurement ) to stop corrosion. Unsightly green/blue stains from 
corroding piping and fixtures will be eliminated while enjoying the added benefit of 
sediment filtration down to 20-40 microns. Your REPCO acid neutralizer will work 
hard for you by simply adding the prescribed neutralizer blend each year or so. This 
will prevent costly repairs of plumbing as well as general maintenance, adding years 
to the life of your home.

The next important step is to select 
the right REPCO system to fit your 
needs. Our network of authorized 
dealers will assist you with final prod-
uct selection,  pricing, installation and 
service.

The most important step is the easiest of 
all. Simply put, it is to sit back and feel 
confident that you and your family have 
entrusted the quality of your drinking 
water to professionals and that everything 
is in working order.

Model

15RA-2510
20RA-2510

Mineral Type

Neutralizer

Weight

   160
   120

Peak Flow

 7
          12

Backwash

 5
  8
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Rotten egg sulphur smell and iron/manganese stains are oxidized away in the REPCO 
Iron Filter. Regeneration is automatic, using a conservative amount of potassium per-
manganate to re-oxidize the filter. Say goodbye to rotten egg odors caused by hydro-
gen sulfide gas. Eliminate the stains of iron and manganese and enjoy the benefit of 
sediment filtration down to 20-40 microns.

Acid Neutralizers

Model

15RI-2510
20RI-2510

Mineral Type

Manganese-Greensand

Weight

   160
   120

 Peak Flow

        7
      12

 Backwash

       5
       8

2-motor drive 2510

By-pass valves



Water Correction Without the Use of Chemicals

Birm acts as a catalyst to enhance the reaction of dissolved oxygen with iron  and 
manganese for removal. When water has sufficient dissolved oxygen, a REPCO 
birm filter is an efficient and economical way of removing iron and manganese. 
No refrigeration is needed, only periodic backwashing. Savings on salt and      
potassium permanganate give this conditioner the flair for efficiency.

Birm

Many waters have more problems than iron and manganese alone, such as low 
pH, turbidity, and sediment. REPCO multi-media filters save the expenses of   
extra equipment by using a combination of minerals in one filter to remove these 
problems.

Multi-Media

The REPCO aerator is fully adjustable and is used on waters with low dissolved 
oxygen and hydrogen sulfide gas. The REPCO air release package accumulates 
the excess air and releases it through a vent kit. Combine this package with any 
REPCO filter and you can eliminate iron and manganese staining, rotten eff 
odors, murky water, chlorine taste and odor, sediment and acid water.

REPCO Aerator and Air Release Package

Air Release Tank

Air Release Valve
And Vent Kit

Aerator

Model

15RC-2510
20RC-2510

15RS-2510
20RS-2510

15RB-2510
20RB-2510

15RM-2510
20RM-2510

Treatment

Taste/Odor
and Chlorine

Sediment

Iron and
Manganese

Sediment, pH
Iron/Manganese

Mineral

Carbon

Filter Ag.

Birm

Multi-media

Weight

   100
   140

   100
   140

   100
   140

   125
   165

Peak Flow

 7
 9

 7
 9

 7
 9

 7
 9

Backwash

 5
 8

 5
 8

 5
 8

 5
 8


